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>>> Clicca Qui <<<
Crazy Time Casino Game. Evolution Gaming’s Crazy Time casino game is the pinnacle of live

entertainment within the casino world. The latest innovation in technology brings never seen before
interactive bonus rounds, allowing the player to actively participate and decide the outcome. This makes

Crazy Time the stand out game of a generation. Welcome to Crazy Time, you asked and Evolution
Gaming listened! Feedback from previous live games produced by the revolutionary game provider
revealed that we all love the bonus rounds, so Evolution Gaming have taken us to the next level and
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included four exciting bonus rounds into Crazy Time, with some having the potential to pay 100,000s of
times your stake. Chief Product Officer at Evolution Gaming, Todd Haushalter describes Crazy Time as
the “Most exciting and expensive casino game ever made” with a bonus expected on average every 6

rounds. Let’s not tease you anymore and take a better look at the game that is set to change the
landscape of live casino games as we know them. Crazy Time is now live across most major operators

who feature an Evolution Gaming Live Casino Lobby. Check out our complete guide below, alongside all
the best places to play. Избранные казино Crazy Time. How do you play Crazy Time? Initially the game

begins on Crazy Time with the player facing the game wheel and then choosing from the eight
possibilities where they would like to place their bet. Stakes range from £0.10 to £1000, so regardless

of the size of your bankroll, there will be a bet available for you to play at that is comparable to your
balance. Multiple bets can be placed on the various outcomes that can land on the wheel which are as
follows. Number 1: ( 20 positions on the wheel ) Number 2: ( 14 positions on the wheel ) Number 5: ( 7
positions on the wheel ) Number 10: ( 4 positions on the wheel ) Coin Flip ( 4 positions on the wheel )

Pachinko ( 2 positions on the wheel ) Cash Hunt ( 2 positions on the wheel ) Crazy Time ( 1 position on
the wheel ) Once all of the bets have been placed then the wheel will begin to spin. A few factors set
Crazy Time apart from the previous wheel based casino games that have come before it. Whilst the

wheel is spinning an additional multiplier will come in to play. This multiplier will stop at a random amount
of up to 50x, and one of the 8 possible outcomes from the wheel. The multiplier will then be applied to
that final result. After the enhanced win or bonus round multiplier has been determined, the wheel will

then slow down and stop. The flapper that is positioned at the top of the wheel key in deciding what the
final winning outcome is. What does Crazy Time Payout? The payouts you can receive from the wheel on

Crazy Time are fairly straightforward to work out. The numbers on the wheel will pay as much as their
value, so landing on the number 2 would be a 2:1 payout, whilst landing on the number 10 will see a

reward of 10:1 paid out. The Crazy Time bonus rounds carry their own impressive odds. Coin Flip has a
maximum return of 500:1 whilst Cash Hunt boasts an impressive 500:1 return. Pachinko and Crazy Time

have the potential reach huge odds if doubles are continually hit. Pachinko carries odds of 10,000:1
max, whilst Crazy time is maxed out at 20,000x. If the multiplier has been applied to the outcome that you
have bet on, then your stake will first be multiplied by that amount. We have put together a list of odds to
help you understand the potential win odds when you land on each part of the Crazy Time wheel. Шансы

на победу в Crazy Time. What are the Crazy Time bonus rounds? So time for the part that you’ve all
been waiting for, a more detailed look at what these exciting and entertaining bonus rounds are on Crazy
Time. You’ve probably played high energetic bonus rounds whilst playing games like Megaways slots in
the past, but nothing can prepare you for what happens in Crazy Time. Coin Flip. If the Coin Flip bonus
round is activated then a coin will be displayed with a red side and a blue side. Both of these sides will
be awarded with a random multiplier amount and then the tension will begin to build as the coin is about
to be flipped by the machine. With you literally having a 50/50 chance of winning either amount, the coin
flip game can have you dancing in delight as you hit the big multiplier, or give you that classic head in

hands moment as you contemplate on what could have been. The good guys at Evolution Gaming have
included a little failsafe into this bonus round, if the total prize is deemed to be too low than a rescue flip

may take place. New multipliers will be generated and the coin will be flipped again.
https://youtu.be/OFBDV0KtOTs. Бонус Флип монет в Crazy Time. Pachinko. When Pachinko is

awarded from the wheel we will see the host of the game take a more active roll in this bonus. In the ever
enthusiastic manner that we have become accustomed to when playing live casino games with

Evolution, our trusty entertainer will embark upon a journey to the top of the Pachinko game. Evolution
really have pulled out all of the stops to make Crazy Time as exciting and as fun as possible. This is

really demonstrated through the large Pachinko wall that is awash with physical pegs and bright lights,
and of course completing the set up are the drop zones at the top of the game, and the landing zones at
the bottom. Our captivating host will now take centre stage as they are charged with releasing the puck
down the giant Pachinko game, from a position that is indicated by a light that will stop randomly over

one of the drop zones. Anticipation begins to build as the puck makes its way toward the landing zones
that are populated with multipliers and doubles, bouncing from each peg as it does so. If the puck comes

to rest in one of the multiplier landing zones then your stake will be multiplied by that amount. The ideal
situation though is for the puck to land in a zone marked double, this will cause all multiplier values to
double and the puck will be released again. The game will continue until a multiplier value has been
awarded, with the maximum value they are able to reach being capped at 10,000x. Pachinko. When
Pachinko is awarded from the wheel we will see the host of the game take a more active roll in this



bonus. In the ever enthusiastic manner that we have become accustomed to when playing live casino
games with Evolution, our trusty entertainer will embark upon a journey to the top of the Pachinko game.
Evolution really have pulled out all of the stops to make Crazy Time as exciting and as fun as possible.
This is really demonstrated through the large Pachinko wall that is awash with physical pegs and bright
lights, and of course completing the set up are the drop zones at the top of the game, and the landing

zones at the bottom. Our captivating host will now take centre stage as they are charged with releasing
the puck down the giant Pachinko game, from a position that is indicated by a light that will stop

randomly over one of the drop zones. Anticipation begins to build as the puck makes its way toward the
landing zones that are populated with multipliers and doubles, bouncing from each peg as it does so. If

the puck comes to rest in one of the multiplier landing zones then your stake will be multiplied by that
amount. The ideal situation though is for the puck to land in a zone marked double, this will cause all

multiplier values to double and the puck will be released again. The game will continue until a multiplier
value has been awarded, with the maximum value they are able to reach being capped at 10,000x. A
little bit of insurance has also been placed on the Pachinko bonus from Evolution Gaming. In case of a
particularly low value prize a rescue drop may be initiated. This will see new multipliers generated, and

the presenter will release a new puck starting the bonus round again. https://youtu.be/vUUsNyc9cpk.
Бонусный раунд Пачинко в Crazy Time. Cash Hunt. 108 positions occupied by multipliers, and a
cannon! Tell me more already, tell me more! Yes this is Cash Hunt where we get in on the action

ourselves, and you read right the first time we get a cannon. Ok, it’s a virtual cannon but it’s still the first
live casino game where the player directly interacts with the game and is awarded a prize through the

choice that they make. Cash Hunt definitely has that fairground feel to it as players are presented with a
screen that consists of 108 multiplier values, with the maximum amount reaching 500x. These values are
then mixed up and are covered with various symbols that you would associate with a carnival shooting

game such as ducks, targets, and stars. The fun part begins when you are given your own scope to
control, you can move this around and select the symbol you would like to shoot. Once you have selected
your target and pulled the trigger your prize will be revealed. You will also get to see what are behind the
other targets as a tease, and a look of what you could have won scenario. https://youtu.be/xDH8NRiId-g.
Бонус “Охота за наличными” в Crazy Time. Crazy Time. The daddy of all bonus rounds, the king of the
jungle when it comes to cash, you get the picture. Crazy Time is the pinnacle of live casino bonuses and

with up to 20,000x as a top prize this is a feature that can pack one hell of a punch! Marked upon the
Crazy Time segment on the wheel is a key, and it is this key that will unlock the red door to reveal a

virtual wheel that isn’t just huge, it’s gigantic. So much so that it contains 64 segments of sheer and utter
craziness! We’re talking multiplier madness in a new dimension, and as if that wasn’t enough, some of

the segments are given a double and triple value! The star of this bonus feature is you! Yes, you’re in the
limelight again but this time you have to choose the colour of your flapper with green, blue, or yellow

being the choices that are available. Once your selection is made it’s time to hold on tight as the wheel
begins to spin, did you make the right choice? Be sure to check out the percentage values that are

displayed on each flapper so that you can see what colour other players decided to opt for. When the
wheel finally comes to a halt you will be awarded the prize that your flapper has stopped on. If it’s a

double or triple then all multiplier values on the wheel will be doubled or tripled. The wheel will then be re-
spun with all those players still active getting the chance to win even bigger prizes. The wheel can

receive multiple re-spins through double and triple segments landing, until all multipliers have reached
the limit of 20,000x. https://youtu.be/IoIK3qvorjk. Бонусный раунд Сумасшедшее время в Crazy Time.
Crazy Time live in action (Video) Looking for a full Crazy Time video including bonus action? We have

got you covered. Our resident gambling expert Nigel Hall dives in to the fun to give us a glimpse of
everything Crazy Time has to offer. Multiplier action and multiple Crazy Time hits. Feel a part of Evolution

Gaming’s new live casino masterpiece before you jump in and play at one of our recommended crazy
time casinos. https://youtu.be/dXo9lmibxT0. Head over to the Crazy Time Casino Youtube Channel and
subscribe for more Crazy Time Content. We will continue to upload Crazy Time action as it happens.

What are your chances of winning? We used some probability calculations to determine your chances of
winning and landing on each number or bonus round on the Crazy Time wheel. Crazy Time – 1.85% This

means there is a whopping 16.6% chance of landing on a bonus round. The equivalent of a bonus
EVERY 6 SPINS. The time you can expect to be involved in one of these entertaining bonus rounds

along side the potential pay-out makes Crazy Time really special. This is even more exciting when you
compare it to similar live casino games such as Monopoly Live where you can expect to be involved in a



bonus round only 5.5% of the time. Шансы на победу в Crazy Time. Crazy Time FAQ. What is Crazy
Time? Crazy Time is the third game that has been made by industry giants Evolution Gaming in their

series of live casino wheel games. What is the RTP of Crazy Time? Crazy Time has an RTP of 96.08%
(Optimal). What is the best bonus game on Crazy Time? Whilst all of the bonus rounds are engaging and
entertaining, the games with the highest potential are Pachinko and Crazy Time. This is because these

particular games can theoretically produce a number of doubles before finally landing on a multiplier. Are
all of the bonus rounds on Crazy Time physical games? The bonus rounds Pachinko, Cash Hunt, and

Coin Flip are all physical games. Only Crazy Time is played out on a virtual wheel. Can I play Crazy Time
on my mobile phone? Absolutely! Crazy Time is optimised to perform effortlessly across desktop and all
mobile devices. How much does it cost to play Crazy Time? Getting involved in the action can take place
for as little as £0.10p, or up to a maximum of £1000. The value of the betting chips in the game comprise

of the following amounts £.0.10, £0.50, £1, £5, £25, £100, £500, and £1000, so it is easy to structure
your bets according to your overall bankroll. Is Crazy Time Rigged? iTech labs who are industry leaders
when in the testing of games in the Online gaming sector make sure Crazy time is regulated. They check
to ensure the game presents a true representation of the odds displayed, along with complete fairness.

Furthermore to operate in the U.K. Evolution Gaming have to be licensed by the UK gambling
commission. A set of specific conditions are put are in place for a provider to be able to obtain a

license. Once granted strict rules and regulations must be adhered to at all times. Failure to comply
would lead to severe penalties and the loss of an operating license within the U.K. The UKGC are

strongly considered to be a leader of compliance around the world what it comes to regulation in the
gambling industry. Holding their license is a sign of trustworthiness and compliance. Is Crazy Time better

than Monopoly Live? This is open to opinion. Both games are similar in that they use a wheel spin to
determine the winning outcome. However, there are more chances to enter a bonus game in Crazy time
and multiplier variance is slightly higher than Monopoly Live. You can find yourself in a bonus round on
Crazy time 15.5% of the time, compared to only 5.5% of the time on Monopoly Live. Overview. Every

now and again game developers produce something which shows they have totally perfected their craft,
Crazy Time is that game as far as Evolution Gaming are concerned. As you get into the mechanics of

the game you can see that they haven taken successful parts of other games in their arsenal, like the in-
play multiplier on Lightning Roulette, and applied it to Crazy Time. Equally impressive is the use of the
game host to interact more in bonus rounds like Pachinko, where you could be forgiven for thinking you
are a contestant on The Price is Right. Interaction certainly seems to be the key to success in this latest

instalment from Evolution Gaming, and bringing the player to the forefront of the action in the games
Cash Hunt and Crazy Time is a game changer, making this live casino game truly stand out from

anything else that is currently on the market. Provider – Evolution Gaming. Bet Range – £0.10 – £1000.
Bonus Rounds – Pachinko, Cash Hunt, Coin Flip, Crazy Time. Game RTP – 96.08% (Optimal) Crazy
Time Live Stats. Using the Watch & Wait technique we discuss in our strategy guide is one of many
ways to play Crazy Time. When the game hits a bonus streak, the returns to player can be unrivalled.
Tracksino, have developed a unique and accurate Crazy Time Tracker which allows players to see

what’s going on in game, without logging in to a casino. Players can view the number of times a section
of the wheel has landed, along side percentages and also the number of spins since the section last

landed. On top of this, you can watch video clips of the action and even view the game live in all its glory.
Crazy Time Strategy. Head over to our Strategy page and take a look at some of our approaches to

playing Crazy Time. Low or High wagering, there are different approaches players can take to get the
best results from the wheel. Live Casino games can be enjoyed whatever your budget, just make sure

you always use the approach that best suits your budget and gamble responsibly. 
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